
 

 
 

e know how to provide world-class education in  

the United States. In many places, it has been –  

and is being – done. Public elementary, middle  

and high school students across the country are building  

robots and 3D-generated artificial limbs; creating original  

works of art; collaborating with local government officials  

to solve community problems; and integrating technology  

as they write poems, short stories and business proposals.  

Their schools are fulfilling what many consider the purpose  

of education: developing young people’s knowledge, skills  

and attitudes so that they graduate from high school ready for college, career and citizenship. 

  

Where schools are working, it is because educators, parents and local communities have developed 

programs specific to their goals and challenges. Yet there are elements common to all successful 

schools. Based on a review of seminal documents from our member organizations that reflect their  

expertise and experience in public schooling, the Learning First Alliance has identified them – six  

elements around which successful schools are organized, whether formally or informally, that each  

impact several important aspects of schooling. 

But we want to make clear that the “solution” in improvement isn’t the same for every school. How 

these elements are achieved and integrated depends greatly on context. Each school has a wide range 

of existing strengths and a unique set of needs. And each child in each school is different.  

Therefore, schools combine the elements necessary for success in very different ways. 

These elements are: 

 

Successful schools support all students’ needs, inside and outside the classroom, to help them become 

effective, empowered learners. They design and carry out programs that offer all students a rich educa-

tional experience, supporting their academic and social/emotional learning and physical development 

so they develop the skills needed to succeed in an ever-changing environment. These schools custom-

ize learning to individual students, taking advantage of advances in technology as they do so. They 

also provide opportunities for students to explore careers and nurture their talents and interests.

 

Successful schools ensure all students have access to high-quality services and supports enabling them 

to set and reach high goals for learning. In them, equity does not mean equality; they recognize some 

students need additional resources to have the same opportunity for success as others. They ensure the 

needs of all student populations are met, including English language learners, students with disabili-

ties, children of color, religious minorities, LGBTQ students and others. Successful schools recognize 

such students are assets and diversity is a strength. 

 

 

Successful schools effectively engage families and communities in support of students. In doing so, 

they identify barriers to such engagement and work to overcome them. Their efforts to build authentic 

connections to families are centered on a belief that every parent wants the best for their child and, 

when provided the right invitations and opportunities, they can help their child, and all children, be 

successful. 



 

 
 

Successful schools define leadership broadly. Leadership is distributed – to principals, teach-

ers, school counselors, community members and others in the building – and decision-

making is a shared endeavor. In these schools, leaders (regardless of job title) meet high 

standards of practice and are supported in their development. They understand that effective 

communications is a critical component of school success, and they build solid, trusting rela-

tionships with both school and community stakeholders. 

Successful schools are staffed with educators – including teachers, principals, school counse-

lors, technology specialists and others – who are well-educated, well-prepared and well-

supported. These educators meet high standards of practice. They benefit from continuous 

learning and support along the professional continuum, including through high-quality pre-

service education, ongoing high-quality professional learning, meaningful evaluation tied to 

professional growth and opportunities to take on leadership roles regardless of official title. 

Successful schools create a culture of collaboration and shared responsibility among staff and 

students and with families and communities. These schools are safe, welcoming and respect-

ful to all. They establish teaching and learning as core values while recognizing success in  

pre-K–12 schools is not an end but a step in the lifelong learning process. They support posi-

tive behavior and build healthy, supportive relationships and a sense of community both be-

tween and among students and staff. In them, students have frequent opportunities for partic-

ipation, collaboration, service and self-direction, strengthening their connection to the school.  

 

Schools are exciting places to be. They teem with life wrapped around the hope and obstacles 

that each child faces. Yet there are challenges that exist within them, as well as controversy of 

how to “fix” them. 

Here we described the six big elements that exist in all successful schools. Most have been 

explored in other papers, so in a sense, we aren’t offering anything new. However, two things 

make this piece unique.  

One is consensus. This document does not reflect the expertise of one individual or one or-

ganization. Rather, it reflects the collective wisdom of all the various public school stakehold-

ers. Together, they agree these are the elements needed for a school to perform at a high level. 

The second is that it isn’t the individual elements; it is interactions. A school with good teach-

ers and poor leadership won’t be successful. Nor will a school with strong leadership and 

poor teachers. The interaction between all six of these elements is critical. It is the bonds be-

tween these elements that allow the successful school to form. We must work together to en-

sure each school has what it needs to get there. 
 

To learn more and read the full report or executive summary, visit  

https://learningfirst.org/elementsofsuccess.  
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